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Conversations
Andrea Kratzke Nelson MD Board Member

Welcome to the October newsletter. Let me take a moment to remind those living in the US to register to
vote if you are able. Many aspects of public health and healthcare are directly impacted by our elected
officials, including the ongoing response to the pandemic.

Public discourse, both in the political sphere and the public health sphere, helps to push our
understanding further and helps us to grow as people and professionals. It is this dialogue that is the
foundation of BMGC: to bridge gaps by connecting people in different spheres, so that together we can
go farther than any one person individually.

In the spirit of conversation, we would like to plug the BMGC discussion board. It is a great place to pose
questions to our community, which has members from all different professions and specialties. It is also a
place to discuss current issues and articles, and share resources.

Looking forward to hearing from you!
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Featured Articles
Addressing Healthcare Burnout

So you want to save the world? You will have to take
care of yourself first. While wellness is a growing field in
medicine, burnout continues to be very prevalent. While
there is no "one size fits all" for wellness, Dr. Fujimura
shares some helpful approaches to burnout.
Full Text

https://www.bridgingmedicalgaps.org/
https://forms.gle/8gcPLNi1Ezx5MwAc8
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd_MqZWbDHnig1eN3-Y7c88Vr9WnYfKeJu7TFYZ8Uv5FqNrRg/viewform
https://www.bridgingmedicalgaps.org/content-corner
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeWkgYgeKjpIjHxpY7hJaVjP48pZthJdVdjrsAlyEcY7DvmAQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfzgcvw-8uGAsWylL0Kj855n-xsuMNlHk1gZr7OL0jYMYOSQw/viewform
https://www.bridgingmedicalgaps.org/post/addressing-healthcare-burnout


Working with Patients with
Disabilities in a Healthcare Setting

The Voices of Greene County and Voices Matter
Montgomery County (a group of self-advocates)
created a presentation in Dayton Ohio in 2019 to
teach new students and healthcare providers how
to be more comfortable approaching people with
disabilities

Full Text

Policy Corner

Tackling Food Insecurity

As of 2018, food insecurity affects 11.1% (14.3 million)
of U.S. households. These numbers are ballooning due
to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic. We have
created a template to talk with your representatives
about addressing food insecurity in your area.

Full Text

https://www.bridgingmedicalgaps.org/post/working-with-patients-with-disabilities-in-a-healthcare-setting
https://www.bridgingmedicalgaps.org/post/tackling-food-insecurity

